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Note to the reader:
I’ve included a guide to the voices of the main characters. However,
these are only my ideas, and there’s no reason why the gorilla in your
head should sound like the one in mine…

Alicroc the Alien
The voices
Alicroc is cool, calm and talks like an American hippy. He’s so
smooth and charming that you don’t even notice the 272 fine
white teeth, the green skin or the spiky tail. He talks in that
laid-back but upbeat way that makes you think he’s completely
in control of the situation, even when he hasn’t the slightest
idea what he’s doing: which is most of the time.
The Head Teacher is a lazy slob who got into teaching by mistake. His voice is a small-town businessman’s slow drawl, and it
isn’t helped by the fact that his mouth is always full of fried
chicken. You can be sure that he listens to country & western
music, and would wear a cowboy hat if he could find one big
enough for his head. He has food stains down the front of all
his shirts.
The Children have so many voices that I couldn’t possibly list
them all. Some of them speak in whispers, some of them can’t
stop themselves from shouting everything, some of them cry
whenever they hear the name “Mrs Wilson”. Most of them lisp
Alicroc’s name as Mithter Alley-cwoc. Some sound like your
little sister or brother, if you have one. They all sound like
they would very quickly drive you mad.
The Chickens don’t say anything. But if they did, they would
sound like chickens.
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ALICROC THE ALIEN 

The story

Once upon a time,
there was an alien
named Alicroc who
had green, crackly skin
and 272 fine white
teeth. They were very
sharp teeth, too: so
sharp that he never
bothered with a can
opener. Just toss the
can into the air, catch it
in the mouth and –
CRRRUNCH.
He came down to earth in his big black Alienmobile
and decided to find a job. Unfortunately, the first jobs
he tried went completely wrong.
For instance, he worked the till at a supermarket but
kept swallowing loaves of bread at the checkout …
tins of baked beans… bottles of juice… light bulbs…
and any pets that wandered past.
One day, Alicroc was driving around town in his
sleek black Alienmobile when he saw a sign outside a
nursery school. The sign read:
URGENTLY NEEDED: TEACHER
FOR 4 YEAR OLDS. APPLY WITHIN.
Alicroc didn’t know what a nursery school was, or
what a teacher did, but he was sure he could handle 4
year olds – whatever they were. So he went inside.
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How to teach four year olds

The Headteacher was a big man with a tummy like a
basketball. He was sitting at a desk, happily eating
fried chicken: a lot of fried chicken, from a large,
greasy bag.

‘Mr Alicroc,’ he said, ‘I don’t like you, because
you’re a funny colour. But I need a new teacher just
like a chicken needs crispy batter. Since Mrs Wilson…
uh… left, we’ve had ten replacement teachers in ten
weeks. The children simply tear them to pieces.’
Alicroc exclaimed, ‘Heyyyy – You mean these kids
have sharp teeth? And they like to bite?’
‘No. I mean they go on and on about how wonderful
Mrs Wilson was, until they drive the poor teacher
wild. It’s your turn to suffer. You start tomorrow.’
‘That’s Galactic!’ said Alicroc. ‘It’s Hyperspace! But
tell me, Headteacher: what should I do with all these
children? I mean, what’s all this teaching stuff?’
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ALICROC THE ALIEN 

The Headteacher took a big bite of chicken wing.
‘Mr Alicroc,’ he said, ‘you’ve gotta remember one
thing: children are like chickens.’
‘I see.… You mean they’re finger lickin’ good?’
The Headteacher stared at Alicroc, and a chunk of
crispy batter fell into his lap.
‘No, Mr Alicroc. I mean that four year olds are as
stupid as chickens! They don’t know ANYTHING! So
you’ve gotta explain things to them. Show them…
um… Things. Tell them Things. Whatever.’
He added, ‘Now get out of my office, green boy. I’ve
got some serious eatin’ to do.’
So for the next week Alicroc the Alien told the children “Things”. He didn’t know anything about the
Earth so he told them about his own planet instead.
For instance, he said, ‘Kids! The world is shaped like
an enormous doughnut –‘
‘Yes, Mister Alicroc!’
‘- with a big hole in the middle!’
‘Uh… yeth, Mithter Alley-cwoc…’
He said sternly, ‘Watch out for that hole when you
go swimming. If you get sucked down it, you’ll never
get out! Don’t - swim - down - that - hole!’
‘We won’t, Mister Alley-cwoc!’ they screamed.
Then he told them about the underwater donkeys
that ran around on the surface of the ocean, but upside down, with their little hooves just poking up out
of the water.
They believed him. And of course they repeated everything to their parents at home. And their parents
sent them to bed early for making up stories….
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The Thundertroll
The voices
All Trolls talk gruffly.
The Littlest Thundertroll thinks very slowly. He talks the way
he thinks, as if he’s building each sentence out of a handful of
rocks. He’s a good-natured and amusing square-shaped creature who gets into all sorts of trouble by accident.
The King of the Thundertrolls is a jolly green giant who speaks
with a posh accent. He’s like one of those distant uncles you
meet at family weddings, who pats you on the head and talks
at you very loudly as if you’re deaf. His first words are usually
“Goodness! Haven’t you grown!”
The Thundertroll Fairy talks like an American gangster.
The Old Lady is really a young witch but she does quite a good
‘sweet old lady’ impression. She sounds just like your favourite
grandmother, though she probably thwacks people with her
umbrella more often than your grandmother does.
Rover the dog growls from time to time in a disgruntled manner. He’s a small, brownish mutt who hates it when the witch
ties pretty ribbons on him. What he really wants is to become a
Wonder Dog and save the world from bad cats.
The Shopkeepers and Librarian talk rather severely and bossily
to the Thundertroll, as they do to everyone under the age of
sixty-five.
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 THE THUNDERTROLL 

The story
You may think that thunder and lightning are made
by electricity in the clouds....
YOU’RE WRONG.
Thunder and lightning are made by special trolls
that live up in the sky. And this is a story about one of
them, the littlest Thundertroll.
He was useless at making lightning. Every day he
worked hard shaping his little lightning bolts, testing
them for sharpness and hotness with the tip of his finger (OUCH!). But they never worked properly.
Good lightning bolts, like the ones his father made,
were supposed to go
ZING
ZING

ZOING

ZAP!

But his own bolts always
went something like
ZING
Zinnn
zizzz

pffff… (which was very annoying!)

One morning, a storm blew up and the littlest Thundertroll took his place in the thunderclouds next to his
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father. The King of the Thundertrolls came and stood
the other side of him.
Now, the littlest Thundertroll probably just about
comes up to your shoulder. But the King of the Thundertrolls is about the height of a small house.
The King had a big, booming voice and was one of
those jolly adults who always pat children on the
head. He was doing it now.
‘HOW ARE YOU? COME TO THROW
SPARKLERS, HAVE YOU? HO HO HO!’

SOME

(pat pat pat)
The Thundertroll tried to hide but got patted on the
head so hard that he was shooshed down through the
clouds with each pat and bounced back up again, like
an apple being bobbed into the water.
‘Stupid old man!’ he muttered.
The King of the Thundertrolls threw his first bolt,
and it went
ZING!
ZAP!
… and blew off a hilltop.

KAPOWIE!

The littlest Thundertroll took out his first bolt and
threw it with all his might, and it went
FIZZ Pzzz splut…
The King of the Thundertrolls laughed at him. ‘NOT
VERY GOOD AT THIS, ARE YOU?’ he roared. ‘HO HO
HO! HAR HAR HAR!’

(pat pat pat)
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The littlest Thundertroll gave up in disgust and went
to see the Thundertroll Fairy. He walked along the
cloud hallways until he came to the Thundertroll
Fairy’s door. He knocked.
‘Go away!’ growled a deep voice.
The littlest Thundertroll said, ‘But please… I’m the littlest Thundertroll and I need to talk to you!’

‘Don’t care! Trog off, little troll!’

But the Thundertroll was desperate, so he kicked the
door down and went inside.
Now, ordinary fairies are cute: they have tiny wings
and sweet little faces and dainty feet. Not the Thundertroll Fairy. He was shaped like a big refrigerator
with a big, lumpy head on top. And instead of wings,
he had a small propeller on the top of his head.
When the Thundertroll kicked the door down, he
found the Thundertroll Fairy sitting on an old sofa
with holes in it, eating garlic popcorn, drinking beer
and watching Troll Wrestling on television.
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The Princess and the Golden Ball
The voices
The Princess has one of those lazy, smug, self-satisfied voices
used in TV advertisements for beauty products. But when she
doesn’t get her own way, she sulks and her voice changes to a
nasty whine. When she grows up, she wants to be a pop star
with no talent.
Her Mother the Queen is the most brainless woman imaginable. She says foolish things in an upper class accent so polished that you could shine the silver with it. She has problems
with words of more than five letters, but since her words are
pronounced so perfectly, she imagines she must always be saying something frightfully clever.
The King is... well, the King. He’s in charge of everything (except his daughter) and expects people to jump when he says
“Ju-“. His voice is rich and deep and confident, and you just
know from the sound of it that you’d better not argue with
him, unless you want to be slightly shorter.
The Head Goldsmith sounds worried. As he should be.
The Old Man has a mild and thoughtful voice, to match his
mild and thoughtful manner. He speaks in an unrushed, courteous way and is probably an ancient Professor of Magical
Studies at some hidden school.
The Frog is totally chilled. You can tell from his voice that he’s
an amusing guy who likes to party a lot and then sleep a lot –
at the bottom of a pond maybe, but hey: that’s cool, you
know? He’s not sure he can be bothered with all this golden
ball stuff, but he’ll give it a whirl.
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The story
Once upon
a time, there
was a princess…
… a selfish,
spoiled, badtempered,
evil-natured, pig-greedy, bone-idle princess.
One morning, the Princess looked up from her
breakfast cereal and announced, ‘I want another
birthday present! And I want it now!’
The King said, ‘Of course, my precious!’
The Queen looked puzzled. ‘But your birthday was
last month, wasn’t it?’ she asked. ‘I’m sure you had
plenty of presents then.’
The Princess took out a little diary. ‘I have had exactly 143 presents,’ she said. ‘But I want one more. I deserve it! I’m worth it!’
‘Of course you deserve it, Princess,’ said the King.
‘You’re so very special!’
‘I want exactly 144 presents this year,’ insisted the
Princess. ‘That makes one of those special numbers,
doesn’t it, Daddy?’
The King counted very slowly on his fingers. ‘144 is
twelve times twelve,’ he said a few minutes later.
‘Since you’re twelve yourself, it’s a very good number
of presents to receive.’
‘144 is also called one gross, isn’t it?’ said her mother
helpfully. ‘Doesn’t that mean something good?’ (The
Queen was even less intelligent than the rest of the
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family). ‘A gross of presents for my gross girl! What
would you like, my darling?’
The Princess said, ‘I want a ball made out of gold, as
big as my hands but as light as a feather. Like a big,
golden balloon.’
‘Oh,’ said her father. ‘I think that would be very
hard to make…’
The Princess howled, ‘You don’t love me! You’ve
never loved me!’
The King wrung his hands and said frantically, ‘My
dear, dear Princess, my poppet! I didn’t mean it was
impossible. Just very difficult! I’ll get the royal goldsmiths started on it immediately.’
‘Really?’ The Princess was suddenly all smiles.
‘Of course! After all, you’re –‘
‘I know,’ said the Princess with a self-satisfied sigh.
‘I’m worth it.’
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Snow White
and the Seven Easter Bunnies
The voices
The Wicked Queen’s voice is so icy cold that you could skate
on it. She’s beautiful and she knows it. She’s rich and knows it,
too. She’s evil and everyone knows it. But her voice isn’t evil:
it’s beautiful and rich and musical. However, it’s also as cold
as winter, as if she would happily chop you up and put you in a
pie. Which of course is true.
Snow White is young and sweet and innocent and not the
brightest of princesses (if she was, she’d be called Snow Bright
instead). Her voice is clear and kind and she always sounds a
little surprised by life, because she always is.
The Magic Mirror is wonderfully refined and sounds like an
old-style BBC Radio announcer. He’s the sort of ex-prince who
calls everyone “darling” and speaks of having a “stupendous
time” at the Ball. He pronounces every word perfectly.
The Bunnies are a tough bunch of desperados. They talk like
cops from Hill Street Blues, Miami Vice and CSI. Imagine a policeman in a bunny suit bursting into the room and shouting,
‘Drop that carrot! And back away from it reaaaaal slow!’
The Soldiers talk like all those other mindless persons who do
or say dreadful things and then just shrug their shoulders afterwards, as if it doesn’t matter. They congratulate themselves on always doing a good job, which in their case is killing
things without asking too many questions.
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The story
Scene 1 Background

Long ago, back when
there were no cars, no
clocks, no telephones
and no Krispy Kreme
doughnuts, in the fairy
tale kingdom called
Pastiche there was a
King whose wife had
died, leaving him with
a 15 year old daughter
named Snow White.
There was also a young lady who was very beautiful
and very, very wicked. This beautiful and wicked lady accidentally on purpose met the King at a dance.
She danced both beautifully and wickedly, and soon
the poor king fell in love with her dancing and with
her beauty (he didn’t know about her wickedness).
So he married her, and then accidentally on purpose
he died… by which I mean that he met with a nasty
accident, but it happened totally on purpose – the
Queen’s purpose.
Snow White was now 16. She was gentle, good and
kind. She wasn’t clever, but she had a lovely smile
and could count to seven while standing on her head.
The beautiful and Wicked Queen was only ten years
older than Snow White, so she had a choice of treating
Snow White like a daughter, or a sister.
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WHITE AND THE SEVEN EASTER BUNNIES 

But she was a wicked woman, so she decided to treat
Snow White …

… like a slug instead.
Scene 2 The Sorting of the Princes

The Queen announced that she wanted a prince to
replace the old king. She advertised in the newspapers of nearby kingdoms for princes who were brave,
rich, handsome, had all their own teeth, didn’t mind
being told what to do, and could count to 10.
In time, 60 princes turned up. They took their counting exams (half of them failed), had their teeth
checked (two failed), had their bravery checked by being put into cages with fierce lions (10 of them cried
and were sent home, another 5 didn’t cry but did get
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eaten), and had their handsomeness measured by a
panel of lady judges (5 were rejected and were sent
back to see the lions again). I expect you’ve worked
out how many princes remained….
The final test was on Easter Day – though as it happens, Easter hadn’t been invented yet.
They were all sent in together to see the Queen. She
turned to the first and asked sweetly:
‘What kind of women do you most like looking at?’
The prince said honestly, ‘Slim, blonde women.’
‘Wrong!’ she cried. She waved a wand… there was a
flash of light… and he turned into a bunny (bunny
number 1).
She asked the next prince the same question. He
looked at the tall, dark-haired Queen and lied: ‘I like
tall women with dark hair.’
‘Wrong!’ she cried. She waved a wand… another
flash… and he too turned into a bunny (2).
The next said nervously, ‘Very tall and very dark?’
‘Wrong!’ Zap, ping, pow… hop hop hop (3).
‘Rather tall and with long, er, sort of darkish hair?’
‘Wrong!’ Zap, ping, pow … hop hop hop (4).
‘Ummm… I – uh -‘
‘Too late!’ Zap, ping, pow … hop hop hop (5).
‘Magnificent, queenly women with a superb wand
technique?’
‘Good try, but still wrong!’ Zap, ping, pow … hop hop
hop (6).
The seventh prince wasn’t very bright (he’d actually
cheated on the counting test by writing the numbers
on his fingers). He said, ‘I like lookin’ at short, fat
women with no hair at all.’
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‘Wrong!’ Zap, ping, pow … hop hop hop (7).
One prince was left, and he was sweating by now.
But he flashed a confident princey-type smile and
said, ‘The only woman I like looking at is YOU.’
‘Right!’ The Queen smiled beautifully and raised her
wand, which was buzzing with magic and sending off
sparks in all directions.
The prince’s smile wavered. ‘Ah, but my lovely
Queen,’ he said, ‘if I answered the question correctly,
why are you pointing that dangerous wand at me?’
‘Simple,’ said the Queen. ‘You only want to look at
me. And I’m going to make your dreams come true!’
She pointed the wand and – Zap, ping, pow! …
… The 8th prince turned into a magic mirror, which
the royal mirror-fastener put on the wall of the
Queen’s special mirror room, which was full of mirrors (though this was the only magic one).
And the 7 Easter Bunnies hopped away as quietly as
possible, because they didn’t want to be taken to visit
the lions again.
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The Fairy and the Horse
The voices
Maureen the Irish Fairy has a lovely musical voice. I expect she
comes from somewhere near Galway, and therefore she tends
to pronounce “th” as if has almost no “h” in it at all. She is always kind and generous herself, and is somewhat puzzled that
not everyone is like that. She’s a very sensible fairy, but not
dull with it: there’s always a hint of a laugh in her fine Irish
fairy voice.
The Witch is a nasty piece of work, and proud of it. She really
enjoys being a witch, especially the dressing up. She does have
the most beautiful hair you’ve ever seen, a pretty face, nice
body and lovely fingernails; but you shouldn’t let things like
that fool you. After all, most witches are drop-dead gorgeous.
(What? You thought that a woman with magical powers would
somehow forget to use her powers to make herself beautiful?
It’s the first thing she would do!). As for her voice, she makes
herself sound completely charming when she’s tricking the
Horse, but for most of this story she gloats and cackles and
sneers to her heart’s content.
The Horse talks with a bit of a whinny and a lot of a lisp (for
instance he says “danth” for “dance”). He sounds silly. He is silly, in an irrepressibly bouncy sort of way, rather like Tigger
from ‘Winnie the Pooh’. He really does believe he’s the best
dancer in the world, and is waiting excitedly for a phone call
inviting him to appear on “Thelebrity Come Danthing”.
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The story
Once upon a time there was an Irish fairy named
Maureen. On a fine summer’s day she went for a walk
in the woods, not knowing that she had wandered into a witch’s domain.
She had come to the edge of a grassy clearing and
was about to climb the low hill in front of her, when
an arm came out from the nettles and grabbed her.
‘Ha Ha!’ cried the Witch. ‘Gotcha!’
The Witch was tall and strong, and had long black
hair beneath a high and pointed witch’s hat. She had a
beautiful face and was dressed in black silk.
‘That’s a very nice hat you have there,’ said Maureen
politely. ‘And your hair is lovely. Which shampoo do
you use?’
But all the Witch did was laugh and push the Fairy
into a big sack, so that she was upside down with her
feet sticking out of the top. The Fairy tried to use her
wand, but since she was in the Witch’s lands, her
magic was about as useful as a bald man’s hairbrush.
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The Witch tied the sack to a tree and poked beetles,
earwigs, caterpillars, slugs, snails, ants, scorpions and
centipedes into it.
‘Please don’t do that,’ Maureen asked from inside
the sack. ‘It’s rather unkind, you know, especially
since I’m upside down. All the little creatures fall to
the bottom of the sack and crawl about my head.’
‘I’ll teach you to trespass in my woods!’ the Witch
shouted. ‘How d’you like those slugs, hey?’
‘I don’t like them at all,’ said Maureen. ‘They’re
making a mess of my hair, and I spent hours styling it
this morning.’
‘Are you complaining?’ screeched the Witch. ‘Well,
here’s what we witches do to fairies who complain –
we whack them with our special fairy-whacking
brooms!’ And with her right hand she began hitting
the sack with her thick witch’s broom.
‘OW! I’m not complaining,’ said the Fairy. ‘I was
simply answering your question about the slugs!’
‘Ha!’ cried the Witch. ‘You trample all over my
woods, and all you can do is moan about the wildlife?
Well, here’s what we witches do to fairies who moan
– we whip them with our wands!’
And with her left hand she began hitting the sack
with her witch’s wand, which was made from the
thorny stem of a rosebush.
‘I do – OW! – apologise – YIII!,’ said the Fairy, as the
broom whacked her on one side and the wand
whipped her on the other. ‘I – YIKES! - didn’t know –
OUCH! – that these were your woods. Could you at
least – WOULD YOU PLEASE STOP THAT? - take out
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the earwigs? They’re rather tickly, don’t you know.’
‘Take something out?’ the Witch scoffed. ‘For that
complaint, I’ll put something else in! I know - I’ll go
get some red-hot coals from my fireplace!’

The Greatest Dancer in the World
As the Witch sped away back to her house, Maureen
heard an odd sound. It seemed to be a horse, but
whereas most horses went clip-clop-clip-clop, this one
was going clip-clip-clop-clop-clip-clop-clop.
Then it went clip-clop-clip (pause) clop-clip-clop
(pause) for a while. And she heard something talking
to itself in a very horsey whinny:
‘I’m the greatetht danther in the world!’
She peeked through a small hole in the sack and saw
a large brown horse skipping sideways - and rather
clumsily - down the little hill above her.
He paused at a low wooden fence and leaned
against it, still talking to himself. ‘Thlow, thlow, quick
quick thlow… or wath it Thlow, quick quick thlow,
quick quick? Or –‘
But he leaned over a little too much, and the fence
broke. He rolled down the hillside all the way to the
edge of the woods and ended up quite close to where
Maureen the Fairy was hanging upside down in the
Witch’s sack.
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Mouldysocks
and the Three Humans
The voices
The best way to read this story is in a gruff bear voice. Sorry, I
mean Duh best wayta read dis story is inna gruff bear voice. If
you want to know how bears speak, you could try reading a
book of mine called “Bullies”, where this little tale is told
throughout in Bear Talk.
Daddy Human sounds like a well-paid, well-educated, well boring father from some leafy village. He probably works “in the
City”, reads the Financial Times on the train there, and carries
a neatly-rolled dark umbrella which matches his dark grey suit.
He is rather clever at work, and rather stupid at anything
practical like tying his shoes.
Mummy Human is one of those very proper, well-spoken ladies
who like things to be neat and tidy, always. Her house is spotless and the porridge spoons shine like silver... actually, they
are silver. Her cooking is terrible, but that’s okay because the
family usually eat at restaurants anyway. All she has to do is
make breakfast. Porridge. Again.
For some reason, once Baby Human starts talking properly, he
speaks in the roughest regional youth accent you’ve heard, to
the great surprise of his posh parents. He even says things like
“Wicked, innit?” Until he starts talking, he gabbles nonsense
words in a most amusing little voice. If you’ve ever heard the
Goon Show, his voice is somewhere between Bluebottle and
Little Jim. His “pretend words” are cute and musical.
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 MOULDYSOCKS AND THE

THREE HUMANS 

Mouldysocks lets his actions speak for themselves. He’s determined to find simple and clever solutions to life’s problems,
and to bring kindness and justice to tricky situations. When he
does so, he’s quite likely to acknowledge the audience’s storming applause by saying quietly and humbly, ‘I’m just that kind of
bear, you know?’
Note: Bears are of course quite biased against Humans and regard
them all as “stoopid”, even when they aren’t. But you can’t really
blame the bears for that. After all, bears haven’t filled the world
with rubbish, pollution, poverty, global warming and terrible wars –
the “Hoomuns” did that.

The story
Wuns upon a time, dere
wuz free Hoomuns:
Daddy Hoomun
Mummy Hoomun
And crazy liddle Baby
Hoomun! And as you
might guess, dey wuz
all stoopid!
… I'd better start again.
You may know the story of Goldilocks and the Three
Bears. The bears don't like that story!
They have their own version, which in Bear Talk is
pronounced “Mouldysocks an duh Free Hoomuns”.
Here it is, written in what the bears would call
Hoomun Tawk.
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Once upon a time there were Three Humans –
Mummy Human
Daddy Human
and crazy little Baby Human.
And as you might guess, they were all stupid! Because all humans are.
As for Baby Human: even though he was two years
old, he couldn't climb to the top of a big tree, get honey out of a bees’ nest, and then climb down with one
hand! Any two year old bear could do that - upside
down, blindfolded and backwards! It just goes to
show how stupid humans are...
One day, the Three Humans woke up and came
downstairs for breakfast.
It was porridge again.
They always had porridge. It was the only thing
Mummy Human knew how to make! And Daddy
Human couldn’t make anything.
So they sat down at the table, and Daddy Human
picked up his big…
… fork! Because he was stupid.
Mummy Human picked up her big spoon and Baby
Human picked up his little spoon, and then - just as
they were about to eat their porridge - Daddy Human
said:
‘Let's go for a walk before breakfast, shall we?’
Now, if Mummy Human was a bear, she would
have stuck the porridge pan upside down on his big
head. But being a Human, she just said, ‘Oh, what a
lovely idea!’
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THREE HUMANS 

Baby Human looked sadly at his porridge and said
in his little singsong voice, ‘Eh-deh, eh-buddappuddee buh-dah!’ …
… because that was all he ever said. He was two
years old and he’d never said a word in his life. (He
knew that if he started talking, Mummy Human
would make him tidy his room and wash the dishes).
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The Boy and the Trolls
The voices
The Father and Mother talk just like your own parents. They
sound a little tired just now, because the boy’s baby sister
keeps them up at night. That might explain why they don’t listen to the boy as carefully as they should.
The Boy is a determined little fellow who talks to himself a lot
because no one listens to him at home. He has a pleasant little
voice, and even when he’s complaining about his sister getting
all the attention, he doesn’t whine. He does sound quite annoyed and puzzled by life, which is understandable.
The Worm has a thin, sibilant voice like that of a small and
friendly snake.
The Beetle sounds most discontented, probably because of
the unexpected fall in leg count.
The Slug just sounds relieved, in a slow, slippery way.
The Baby Birds are greedy and shrill. They have long necks, big
eyes and razor sharp beaks. They are forever quarrelling with
one another and only ever say nice things when they think they
might get some food as a result.
The Trolls are the stupidest creatures imaginable, and talk like
it. They spend all day watching TV, and only see one channel
because they don’t know how to change it. They also have
quite a nasty streak. Imagine any brainless thug from the movies; that’s what they sound like. The Baby Troll is slightly
brighter than the others, and is content with the one thing he
understands: biting.
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 THE BOY AND THE

TROLLS



The story
Once upon a time there was a boy who had a very
annoying baby sister. His mother and father thought
she was wonderful. But they were wrong! She was a
real pain! And what really upset him was that she got
all the attention…
One morning at breakfast, his father was reading the
newspaper and his mother was playing with his little
sister, who was sitting in her high chair.
The boy said, ‘Nobody loves me! Nobody cares!’
His father was busy reading and didn’t really hear
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him. He just said, ‘Mmmm. Yes... Mmmm.’
His mother was busy feeding the baby sister and
wasn’t listening properly either. She said, ‘Really?
That’s nice, dear…’
The boy jumped up from the table and shouted, I’m
running away! Don’t try to stop me!’
His father turned to the next page in his newspaper
and said, ‘That’s interesting... Mmmm.’
His mother said, ‘Really? That’s nice, dear…’
So the boy ran out of the door and through the gate
and down the road as fast as he could go. All he took
with him was:
 a book he couldn’t read, and
 a sausage that wasn’t cooked.
He ran and ran and ran, until his legs were tired and
the sun was high in the sky. He said to himself as he
ran, ‘They don’t love me! They don’t even listen to me!
All they care about is HER! So I’m running away!’
After a while, he felt so tired that he simply had to
walk. And he said to himself, ‘Well, okay: sometimes
they listen to me…
… but I’m STILL running away!’

Dinner time
Finally he began to get hungry. So he took out the
sausage and… oh, yuk! ... it was all raw and slimy, so
he threw it away and walked on.
And he said to himself, ‘Well, sometimes the food at
home is better than raw sausages…
… but I’m STILL running away!’
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An hour later, he was so hungry that he wished he
had the sausage back. Then he came to a stream and
had a drink of water. He dug into the soft sand at the
side of the stream and found a very slippery, very
looooooonnngggg earthworm. He held it up and
asked, ‘I wonder if earthworms are good to eat?’
He puzzled over the two ends and asked, ‘But which
end is the right one to start with? I know, I’ll just have
a little suck of this end…
… OH YUKKKK! WRONG END!’
He turned the worm around and tried the other end.
‘OH YUKKKK! IT’S GOT TWO WRONG ENDS!’
So he put it down, saying, ‘That was disgusting!’
… And the worm said as it wriggled away, ‘It was
pretty disgusting for me, too!’
An hour later, he was so hungry that he wished he
had the worm back. So he turned over some logs and
found an enormous black beetle. He studied its shiny
shell and body, then said, ‘I wonder if beetles are
good to eat? I’ll just have a nibble of one leg…
… OH YUKKKK! ARGHHHH! UGH!!!’
And he put it down, saying, ‘That was horrible!’
… And the beetle said as it limped away on five legs,
‘It was pretty horrible for me, too!’
An hour later, he was so hungry that he wished he
had the beetle back. He started turning over some
rocks and found a huge, grey, slimy slug. He let it
slime slowly across the palm of his hand and said, ‘I
wonder if slugs are good to eat?’
He looked at the slug, and the slug looked back at
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him, wriggling its horns. And the boy put it down,
saying, ‘I think that would be revolting!’
… And the slug said as it slimed away under a rock,
‘It would have been pretty revolting for me as well!’
The boy said to himself, ‘Home was usually better
than this. I had real food to eat, and real people to talk
to instead of slugs and beetles and worms…
… but I’m STILL running away!’
So he started running again, as the sun slipped from
the top of the sky and tumbled towards the edge of
the wild world. And as darkness fell, the boy looked
around and realised that he was…

Lost
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The Pink Pig
The voices
Rose the Pink Pig speaks rather primly for a pig. You can tell
from her voice that she’s quite a shy child who would love to
run about laughing and shouting and getting covered with
mud, but doesn’t know how to begin. She covers up her shyness in front of her brothers and sisters by putting on airs and
pretending to herself that she’s better than them.
Her Mother sounds like any sensible mother anywhere, but in
a thoroughly piggy manner. Her voice is quiet and dreamy, and
she probably spends a lot of time writing romantic pig poetry in
the mud with her snout.
Her Brothers and Sisters play rough, look rough and sound
rough. When the wind is in the wrong direction, they smell
rough, too.
The Wolf has a wonderful voice: so soft, so rich, so welleducated. In his spare time he does audio tapes of romantic
novels, which housewives over the age of 40 listen to while
sighing a lot. As soon as he opens his mouth, you know that
he’s someone you can trust… though the rows of long, sharp
teeth ought to warn you otherwise. His singing is beautiful
and he dances the Waltz and the Foxtrot quite divinely.
The Little Wolves sound small and yappy. And hungry.
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The story
Once upon a time, a tiny girl piglet was born, the
colour of strawberry bubble gum.
The Mother Pig asked her gently, ‘And who are you,
my little pink wriggler?’
‘I’m your dear little piglet,’ the Pink Pig replied.
Her mother teased her, saying, ‘Oh no, you are quite
the wrong colour for a piglet. I think you are… a tomato!’
‘But I have a pig nose - and a pig tail - and pig trotters - and - and – waaaah!’ the piglet cried. ‘Look - I
even have pig tears!’
‘Yes, you’re right,’ said her mother kindly. ‘I’m sorry
I teased you. Let’s see… I think I will call you Rose.
Come have some milk, little Rose.’
But this was just the beginning. Her seven brothers
and sisters started teasing her, too. When she wriggled in to get her share of milk, one of them asked:
‘And what are YOU?’
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‘I’m your lovely little sister!’ she announced.

‘No you’re not. You’re a fire engine!’
‘You’re a letter box!’
‘You’re a telephone kiosk!’
‘Fire engine! Nee nah nee nah nee nah!’
‘I think she’s a strawberry.’
‘Nah, she smells like cherry mouthwash!’

Rose was offended. ‘Well,’ she said, ‘you lot are dirty
and disgusting! You’re slobs!’

‘No, we ain’t. We’s pigs.’
‘Yeah. Pigs always look dirty and smell a bit stinky.’
‘Except you!’
‘Fire engine! Ha ha!’

And because they were mean to her, she was mean
back. She called them stinkytoes and mushfaces and
slobberchops. And she became very particular about
keeping clean:
She always walked around mud puddles,
whereas her sisters splashed in them and her
brothers swam in them.
She always drank her water neatly from the water tank, whereas her sisters splashed one another with it and her brothers swam in it.
She always ate her “slops” very carefully from
the trough, whereas her sisters splashed their
whole heads in it and her brothers jumped in
the trough and swam around in it.
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‘You lot are most dreadfully dirty,’ she would sniff.
‘Oh yeah?’ they would reply. ‘Well, YOU is most dreadfully clean!’

‘At least WE ain’t gonna be mistaken for a cherry tomato!’
‘Yeah!’
And they all chanted: ‘Cher-ry! Cher-ry! Cher-ry!’, as if she

was one of those sad Reality TV presenters.
‘You don’t love me!’ she cried.

‘Yeah, dat’s right, we don’t love you ‘cause you ain’t really a pig. You’s
just a washin’ machine wiv legs!’

‘I’m going to run away!’ she said, for the tenth time
that week.

‘Yeah? Make sure you run somewhere clean, then! Ha ha!’
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The Gorilla
The voices
Ernest the Gorilla is clever, cool and rather geeky. He talks in
a lively and entertaining manner, as if he’s selling bananas on a
market stall. He’s always polite and finds life very amusing…
even when it’s also very dangerous.
His Mother has quite a loud voice, especially when she’s
shouting at Ernest.
The Crocodile has to do most of his talking with a gorilla
clenched between his teeth, but you can tell from his voice
that he’s an ordinary sort of guy who would worry about
whether his trousers matched his shirt, if he wore either. He’s
rather like your Deputy Headteacher.
The King of the Jungle speaks with a posh accent. He’s not
the cleverest animal you’ll ever meet, and can get quite agitated about the tiniest thing. If you have a Great-Uncle Charles
who wears a moustache and was an Officer in some war long
ago, that’s just what the Lion sounds like.
The Lion’s Wife – the lioness – is a calm, intelligent lady who
puts up with a lot.
The Hyena has a screeching, irritating voice: almost a howl at
times. Try making the sound nyeh-ha-haaaa! in the back of your
nose and you’ll get the idea. She’s the sort of female who will
talk and talk and talk to you loudly in an annoying fashion
about something totally unimportant like her latest pair of
shoes, until you run from the room.
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The story
Once upon a time, there was a gorilla named Ernest.
He woke up one morning, went downstairs and had
breakfast (banana cereal) and was just about to go
back to bed when his mother shouted down the tree:
‘Ernest! Time to go to school!’
‘But Mum – school’s a dangerous place… ’
‘No arguing! Off to school with you!’
So off he went down the path that led through the
jungle to the gorilla school. But as he passed near to a
deep, dark river, out from the river leapt a long, green
animal with a lot of very sharp teeth.
A CROCODILE!
The crocodile grabbed the gorilla and dragged him
into the river, congratulating itself:
‘Oh goody! A nifes liffle guwilla for bweakfaft!’ (He
had to talk like that, because he had a gorilla in his mouth).
But Ernest was a very clever gorilla, so he said to the
crocodile:
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‘You haven’t brushed your teeth this morning, have
you?’
The crocodile said, ‘Waffs you mean, I haven’t
bruffed my teefs?’
‘Well,’ said Ernest, ‘if you don’t brush your teeth,
you get bad breath. Your breath smells like stinky fish!
And that means the lady crocodiles won’t kiss you!’
‘Ooh… Maybe thaff’s why….’
‘Ah, but it gets worse! If you don’t brush your teeth,
you have to go see the Crocodile Dentist. And he
pokes about in your mouth with his sharp Crocodile
Teeth Pokers, and then he gives you a BIG injection.
And for crocodiles, the needles are that long!’
Ernest held his paws wide apart. ‘He sticks the needle DEEP into your jaw like this – whump! – and fills
your jaw full of nasty stuff – squidge squidge squidge…’
‘Ooh, thaffs not nifes!’
‘It’s worse than that! If you don’t brush your teeth,
they go rotten and the Crocodile Dentist has to drill
holes in them. So he gets out his big Crocodile Tooth
Drill – and for crocodiles, the drills are THAT big –
and he pushes it onto one of your rotten teeth and he
goes NEEEE NEEEE RWWNNN ZMMM ZMMM!’
Ernest made the sounds of a huge machine drilling
through a wall.
‘Oh no!!!’
‘And it gets worse! If you don’t brush your teeth,
they get so rotten that the Crocodile Dentist has to
pull them out! He gets his BIG Crocodile Tooth Pliers
and he STICKS them in your mouth and CLAMPS
them onto a bad tooth and goes scrrnch SCCRRRNCH
SCCCCCRRRRRNCHCHCHCH…. POP!’
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The crocodile cried out, ‘OH NO! How horrible! Oh,
please tell me how to stop that happening!’
‘If you let me go,’ said the gorilla, ‘I’ll show you how
to brush your teeth!’
‘Would you? Oh, you’re a real mate!’
‘Not a problem. Just trying to be helpful.’
So the crocodile took the gorilla back to the river
bank and released him.
The gorilla said, ‘Okay: first of all, open your mouth
nice and wide… that’s right… now I’ll just find some
toothpaste…’
He got a big lump of slimy, smelly mud and spread
it in the crocodile’s mouth.
‘That taftes diffgufting!’ said the crocodile (he had to
talk like that because his mouth was full of mud).
‘All toothpaste tastes disgusting,’ said Ernest. ‘Now
let me find a good toothbrush…’
He hunted about until he found a big stick, with a lot
of spiky branches on the end. He took it back to the
crocodile and said, ’Now keep your mouth open…’
He raised the stick high over his head and brought it
down hard, right onto the crocodile’s bottom teeth…
WHACK!
‘Oooh!!! Fank you fery much…’ said the crocodile.
‘You’re welcome,’ said Ernest the gorilla. ‘I’ll come
back tomorrow and give you another lesson. But you
must promise not to eat any more gorillas. They’re
really bad for your teeth….’
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